
FORMATIVE: CONNECT&OBJECT(IONS) Adrian Miles



ONE: SUBJECT

Importance of Location and diligent Research.

Ken Stradling, York Sculpture Park, CoCA, London: creating a visual dictionary.

Mick Morgan and the practicalities of throwing in a new way; 

the connection to wabi-sabi that exists for me in throwing, taking that even further!!

Importance of Display and Composition in presentation of both research and own 
work – a synthesis of sorts.



ONE: SUBJECT



ONE.FIVE: TECHNICAL INFORMING SUBJECT

Finding a glaze to help define own work: choosing celadons for depth; commencing 
and continuing this line of investigation.

Relevant research and investigation into celadons and intended direction for my own 
practice.



ONE.FIVE: TECHNICAL INFORMING SUBJECT



TWO: CONSTELLATION/DISSERTATION

Finding a subject I care about in terms of Dissertation and thinking of how that will 
likely affect my work in my third year at CSAD.

Discussion of Autism in the arts and in schools – how an improved integration of the 
skill-base developed through it enables better work and mental health overall; 
wanting to give back to the system and the individuals who make it up.



TWO: CONSTELLATION/DISSERTATION



TWO: CONSTELLATION/DISSERTATION INFORMING SUBJECT

How sensory perception affects our capacity to exist in the world, how sensory 
perception is classically divided into the separate sense organs.

Investigating sound, touch, and the visual, moving forwards through academic 
research and practical application/exploration.



TWO: CONSTELLATION/DISSERTATION INFORMING SUBJECT



THREE: FIELD

How Field modules 1 and 2, together with my work experience, have affected my 
practice: Blog post.

Exploration of a potential future workplace has affected me in a positive manner, 
and has made me more excited about graduation.

https://drawntothewheel.wordpress.com/2017/03/04/moving-forward-from-field-as-a-whole/?frame-nonce=20f3a1d871


THREE: FIELD



THREE: FIELD INFORMING SUBJECT

Helped me find a direction for my Dissertation and therefore my practice on the 
whole: wanting to give back to the teachers at the King’s school and the students who 
will study in secondary education in the future, given the new knowledge and 
audiences  not previously available to me re: autism and teaching.

How one can investigate different pathways to explore similar themes.



THREE: FIELD INFORMING SUBJECT



FOUR: CONCLUSION

Connections and Objections has been a truly inspiring concept and a landmark point 
for the direction in which I want to take my practice; I have a new vocabulary at my 
fingertips and a clear goal in mind post-graduation.


